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A moment for parent-child cooperation
Choline Lee Wai Ling 4B 

Do you like cooking? Have you ever cooked with your parents? On 26 May 2012, our school held a cooking competition as 
one of the activities to celebrate the 80th anniversary of the Fung Kai Public School. 

The theme of the competition was ‘noodles.’ The assessment criteria included nutrition, teamwork, and creativity. Parents 
and their children had to finish cooking their creative dishes in thirty minutes. There were totally eighteen teams from Fung 
Kai schools, three from kindergartens, nine from primary schools and six from secondary schools.
For the primary section, parents designed the dishes themselves, turning ordinary noodles into mouth-watering dishes. 
Every team had to add a clever twist to their dish, for example, forming heart-shaped egg noodles, fried seafood noodles, 
cool pizza noodles, noodles served cold and so on. All were very original. One of the most impressive dishes was cooked by 
a team called Noodle Buffs, who shaped dried seaweed into the number ‘80’to symbolize Fung Kai’s anniversary. 
In this parent-child activity, children helped make the dishes happily. Besides, they helped parents to slice vegetables and 
do the washing up. Many of them had had cooking experience before, and tried their hand at making creative desserts and 
noodle dishes, and even dumplings. Our chefs of the future, I dare say. 
Cook for Leisure (一麵悠閒隊) were the champions of the primary section of the competition. They also received the Most 
Cooperative Award and the Most Healthy Award. At the beginning of the competition, the winning parent said they were 
cooking casually and were there for fun. Their win certainly came as a surprise.
The event was a big success as it helped to cultivate a better parent-child relationship. The contestants had a blast cooking 
while the rest of us were excitedly watching on and tasting various fine dishes like a gourmet chef in a Michelin-starred 
restaurant.

Flag-selling for Fung Kai Elderly Home Proves 
a Flying Success
Allen Lo  4A
On 18th February 2012, a group of Form 4 students went to Tin Shui Wai to sell 
flags in order to raise funds for the Fung Kai Elderly Home. 
At first, the intrepid group of student volunteers stood on a busy street and 
waited for people to buy flags, but no one noticed them. Then they changed their 
strategy and copied Kelvin Lam’s method – keep moving towards the crowds, 
bravely and politely asking people to buy flags. 
Soon after this strategic change, a teenage boy bought a flag, and the volunteers 
felt encouraged. It was the first step in conquering the challenge of the day! 
Later, they saw a group of tourists and flocked towards them, asking for 
donations. The result was the students accomplished their mission and returned 
with a heavy money bag! 
Fundraising is like working in society, you cannot be timid and apprehensive 
because that will just waste your time and opportunities, and you will not 
succeed. Next, good communication is also important. You should be patient 
and polite to others. If you are rude and pushy, people will be scared of you or 
annoyed by you.
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